Time to Fly: Exploring Bird Migration

By Jim Flegg

British Trust for Ornithology, United Kingdom, 2004. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 3rd Revised edition. 243 x 167 mm. Language: N/A. Brand New Book. There are millions of birds on the move to, from and through Britain and Ireland in every month of the year. In August, for instance, Swifts are leaving for southeast Africa, the first Lapwings are arriving from Russia and Arctic Terns can be seen flying south, on their way from Scottish islands to Australia and the Antarctic Ocean. By September, the first Redwings and Fieldfares will have arrived, Swallows will be drifting south and Twite will be leaving Yorkshire moorland to spend the winter on east coast estuaries. In Time to Fly, the author Dr. Jim Flegg OBE, former Director of the British Trust for Ornithology (BTO) and a ringer of over 30,000 birds, captures the magic of migration among the birds in seven familiar habitats. He investigates when, why and how this frenetic activity takes place and the hazards that migrants may encounter on their often prodigious travels. Nearly one hundred maps illustrate the migratory journeys of birds as diverse as Manx Shearwaters and Chaffinches, House Martins and Cuckoos. Time to Fly is a fascinating read...

Reviews

Absolutely essential go through ebook. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time. I realized this ebook from my i and dad advised this publication to understand.
-- Prof. Demetris Rau III

Comprehensive information for publication enthusiasts. It is rally exciting throgh reading through time. I am happy to tell you that here is the greatest book i have got read through in my personal existence and can be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Reese Morissette
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**Two Treatises: The Pearle of the Gospell, and the Pilgrims Profession to Which Is Added a Glasse for Gentlewomen to Dresse Themselves By. by Thomas Taylor Preacher of Gods Word to the Towne of Reding. (1624-1625)**

**Descent Into Paradise/A Place to Live**
ANNNICK PRESS, Canada, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 175 x 119 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book. Friendships confront the force of authority in these raw, powerful stories. When the new kid from Afghanistan is put in Martin's class, Martin...

**Children's Handwriting Book of Alphabets and Numbers: Over 4,000 Tracing Units for the Beginning Writer**
Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 254 x 203 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book. ***** Print on Demand *****. The Children's Handwriting Book of Alphabets and Numbers provides extensive focus on alphabet tracing and number tracing for the...

**My Name is Rachel Corrie (2nd Revised edition)**
Nick Hern Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. BRAND NEW, My Name is Rachel Corrie (2nd Revised edition), Rachel Corrie, Alan Rickman, Katherine Viner, Why did a 23-year-old woman leave her comfortable American life to stand between a bulldozer and a Palestinian home?...

**Daddyteller: How to Be a Hero to Your Kids and Teach Them What's Really by Telling Them One Simple Story at a Time**
Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 214 x 149 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book. ***** Print on Demand *****. You have the power, Dad, to influence and educate your child. You can teach your child about a virtue or...
Bird migration is the regular seasonal movement, often north and south along a flyway, between breeding and wintering grounds. Many species of birds migrate. Migration carries high costs in predation and mortality, including from hunting by humans, and is driven primarily by availability of food. It occurs mainly in the northern hemisphere, where birds are funneled onto specific routes by natural barriers such as the Mediterranean Sea or the Caribbean Sea. As In Our Time explores how even tiny songbirds are able to travel thousands of miles to warmer climes each year, here are some fascinating revelations from the programme. 1. The ancient Greeks thought birds turned into fish over the winter. Past societies developed a range of weird and wonderful explanations for birds' annual disappearance. When scientists crossbred birds with different migratory routes, the offspring followed a path halfway between those of their parents. The Canadian birds fly most of the way to sub-Saharan Africa non-stop over the open ocean. 12. If they lose their sense of smell, birds can no longer navigate. Research into homing pigeons shows that without their sense of smell, they stop being able to find their way back to their home loft. Time to Fly book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. Start by marking as Want to Read: Want to Read saving Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Other editions. Enlarge cover.